
WRITING LIFE IN RESPONSE TO
#TakeAKnee

Note: Lessons are designed for 40-minute sessions and may be adapted to small group and/or
workshops for middle school, high school, college and adult program settings.

MATERIALS

1. Colin Kaepernick video Love is the Root of our Resistance from the New York Times

2. Copies of the Open letter from Nate Boyer, Army Veteran to Colin Kaepernick

3. Copies of Sports Illustrated Cover (see Page 6)

4. Pens, paper, envelopes and stamps

Items Key Notes

LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
& OVERVIEW

For more information about WeWriteLife contact: info@renewtoday.net

• Students will write letters to show support to Colin Kaepernick and/or Nate Boyer.

• This lesson is designed to engage students in writing letters to Colin Kaepernick and/or
Nate Boyer to show their support for their activism.

ESSENTIAL
QUESTION How can letter-writing be used to impact social change?

OPENING
What do you know about Colin Kaepernick and the NFL’s response to players who “take a
knee” during the national anthem? Why do you think Colin Kaepernick encourages “taking
a knee” during the national anthem?

Students share responses to Opening exercise.LINK

ACTIVE
ENGAGEMENT
(Continues on
following page)
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FOCUS:

What does it mean that Colin’s “resistance is rooted in love”?

1. Watch Love is the Root of Our Resistance, New York Times, Opinion

2. Have students take notes on what stands out to them and/or what they have
questions about.

3. Discuss the article and/or video: What stood out to you in Colin Kaepernick’s remarks?

Do you know how Kaepernick came to the decision to
#TakeAKnee?

• August 14, 2016 - Colin Kaepernick sits for the national anthem. No one notices.

• August 20th, 2016 - Colin again sits, and again, no one noticed.

• August 26th, 2016 - Colin sits and this time he is met with a level of vitriol unseen
against an athlete.

• Even at that time the future President of the United States criticized Colin while on
the campaign trail. Colin went on to explain his protest had NOTHING to do with the
military, but he felt it hard to stand for a flag that did not treat people of color fairly.
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ACTIVE
ENGAGEMENT
(Continued)

• Then on August 30th, 2016 - NFL long snapper, penned an open letter to Colin in the
Army Times.

In it he expressed how Colin’s sitting affected him.

Then a strange thing happened. Colin was able to do what most Americans to date
have not...

He listened.

In his letter Mr. Boyer writes:

“I’m not judging you for standing up for what you believe in. It’s your inalienable
right. What you are doing takes a lot of courage, and I’d be lying if I said I knew
what it was like to walk around in your shoes. I’ve never had to deal with prejudice
because of the color of my skin, and for me to say I can relate to what you’ve gone
through is as ignorant as someone who’s never been in a combat zone telling me
they understand what it’s like to go to war.

Even though my initial reaction to your protest was one of anger, I’m trying to
listen to what you’re saying and why you’re doing it.”

Mr. Boyer goes on to write “There are already plenty people fighting fire with fire,
and it’s just not helping anyone or anything. So, I’m just going to keep listening,
with an open mind. I look forward to the day you’re inspired to once again stand
during our national anthem. I’ll be standing right there next to you.”

Empathy and understanding was shown by Mr. Boyer.......................and Mr. Kaepernick
reciprocated.

• Colin invited Nate to San Diego where the two had a 90-minute discussion and Nate
proposed Colin kneel instead of sit.

• But why kneel? In a military funeral, after the flag is taken off the casket of the fallen
military member, it is smartly folded 13 times and then presented to the parents,
spouse or child of the fallen member by a fellow service member while KNEELING.

• The two decided that kneeling for the flag would symbolize his reverence for those
that paid the ultimate sacrifice while still allowing Colin to peacefully protest the
injustices he saw. Empathy, not zealotry under the guise of patriotism, is the only way
meaningful discussion can be had.

• Mr. Kaepernick listened to all of you that say he disrespects themilitary and extended
an olive branch to find a peace.

• In your own words or by turning and talking to a neighbor explain why Colin
Kaepernick took a knee?

Additional discussion and/or written reflection questions:

• How can we talk about things that we don’t understand, in the face of offense?

• What is the relationship between the “taking a knee” protest and police violence (the
poor relationship between law enforcement and communities of color)?

• Is there a parallel to be drawn between people who have served in the military and
what the American anthem represents to them and what the protest represents to
seekers of justice?

• What has Nate Boyer done in penning his open letter?

• What has Kaepernick done in taking Nate’s advice into consideration of his boycott?

• What does it mean that Kaepernick is currently unemployed?

• Why do you think there is such outrage over #TakingAKnee?
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JUSTACTS
(Independent
Work)

HOMEWORK

RESOURCES

Invite students to analyze the Sport Illustrated cover (see Page 6) discussing protest among
professional sports athletes. Have students write about why Colin Kaepernick may not
have been included in the cover.

1. The Awakening of Colin Kaepernick, New York Times

2. Sports Illustrated’s new cover honors sports protests – but leaves out theman who
started it all

3. Nate Boyer defends Colin Kaepernick’s right to protest

4. Nate Boyer Twitter status updates regarding Colin Kaepernick’s protests

1. Let’s spend time writing letters of encouragement to Colin Kaepernick and/or Nate
Boyer in response to their activism.

2. Have students identify key themes they want to discuss in writing to Colin or Nate.

3. Have students self-edit their letters using the Self and Peer Editing Checklist.

JustActs are WeWriteLife’s call to action. Now is the time to demonstrate the power of words.

Students can be provided with either the video or the article to discuss this issue rather
than using both. Students may also have access to excerpts of the text with highlighted
sections and/or the means to highlight the text while they read it. During the Independent
Work students may have access to writing prompts.

MODIFICATIONS
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NEXT STEP Once students have written and edited letters, final copies can be posted on Instagram via
WeWriteLife. Students and Colin Kaepernick can be tagged in the post.

STANDARDS

Teaching Tolerance Justice and Action
Anchor Standards:

Justice

Students will recognize stereotypes and
relate to people as individuals rather than
representatives of groups.

Students will recognize unfairness on the
individual level (e.g., biased speech) and
injustice at the institutional or systemic
level (e.g., discrimination).

Students will analyze the harmful impact of
bias and injustice on the world, historically
and today.

Students will recognize that power and
privilege influence relationships on
interpersonal, intergroup and institutional
levels and consider how they have been
affected by those dynamics.

Students will identify figures, groups,
events and a variety of strategies and
philosophies relevant to the history of social
justice around the world.

Action

Students will express empathy when
people are excluded or mistreated because
of their identities and concern when they
themselves experience bias.

Students will recognize their own
responsibility to stand up to exclusion,
prejudice and injustice.

Students will speak up with courage and
respect when they or someone else has
been hurt or wronged by bias.

Students will make principled decisions
about when and how to take a stand
against bias and injustice in their everyday
lives and will do so despite negative peer or
group pressure.

Students will plan and carry out collective
action against bias and injustice in the
world and will evaluate what strategies are
most effective.

Common Core Standards Writing Standards:

Common Core English Language Arts Learning Standards: Write informative/explanatory
texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the
selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
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Items

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED COVER


